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Job Description
The Department of Ophthalmology (Ross Eye Institute) of the University at Buffalo - State University of
New York is seeking a full-time, vision scientist (PhD or MD/PhD). We are seeking a candidate with a
research focus on human genetics and systems biology approaches to studying retinal dystrophies.
Further, the ideal candidate will develop a human eye donor repository. Medical licensure not required.
Secondary appointments in basic science and other clinical departments are available. Outstanding
salary and benefits, ample laboratory space, and generous startup packages, commensurate with
rank, years of experience, scholarly productivity, and grant funding history (it is expected that the
candidate will have current grant funding).
The University at Buffalo is SUNY’s most comprehensive public research university, and an
outstanding place to work. UB amplifies ambition for faculty and staff by offering endless possibilities to
achieve more. Here, people from all backgrounds and cultures challenge and inspire each other to
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discover, learn and succeed. Dedicated staff and engaged faculty collaborate to further knowledge and
understanding, and develop tenacious graduates who are valued for their talents and their impact on
global society. Visit our website to learn more about the http://buffalo.edu/University at Buffalo.
Working at UB comes with benefits that exceed salary alone. There are personal rewards including
comprehensive health and retirement plan options. We also focus on creating and sustaining a healthy
mix of work, personal and academic pursuit - all in an effort to support your work-life effectiveness.
Visit our benefits website to learn about our http://www.buffalo.edu/administrative-services/for-facultystaff/benefits/state/uup.htmlbenefit packages.

University at Buffalo is an affirmative action/equal opportunity employer and, in keeping with our
commitment, welcomes all to apply including veterans and individuals with disabilities.
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